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Theme: The New Republic

Mine eyes have seen the glory of the coming of the Lord;
He is trampling out the vintage where the grapes of wrath are stored;
He hath loosed the fateful lightning of His terrible swift sword;
His truth is marching on.
Glory! Glory! Hallelujah!
Glory! Glory! Hallelujah!
Glory! Glory! Hallelujah!
His truth is marching on.
I have seen Him in the watch-fires of a hundred circling camps;
They have builded Him an altar in the evening dews and damps;
I can read His righteous sentence by the dim and flaring lamps,
His day is marching on.
I have read His fiery gospel writ in rows of burnished steel!
"As ye deal with my contemners, so with you My grace shall deal!
Let the Hero, born of woman, crush the serpent with his heel,"
Since God is marching on.
He has sounded forth the trumpet that shall never call retreat;
He is sifting out the hearts of men before His judgment seat;
Oh, be swift, my soul, to answer Him; be jubilant, my feet!
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Theme: Populist
Authoritarianism
Look in my eyes, what do you see?
Cult of personality
I know your anger, I know your dreams
I’ve been everything you want to be
I’m the cult of personality
Like Mussolini and Kennedy
I’m the cult of personality
Neon lights, a Nobel prize
The mirror speaks,
the reflection lies
You don’t have to follow me
Only you can set me free
I sell the things you need to be
I’m the smiling face on your TV.
I’m the cult of personality
I exploit you still you love me
I tell you one and one makes three
I’m the cult of personality
Like Joseph Stalin and Ghandi
I’m the cult of personality

Neon lights, a Nobel prize
A leader speaks, that leader dies
You don’t have to follow me
Only you can set you free
You gave me fortune
You gave me fame
You me power in the old God’s name
I’m every person you need to be
I’m the cult of personality
Look into my eyes, what do you see?
Cult of personality
I know your anger, I know your dreams
I’ve been everything you want to be
I’m the cult of personality

Theme: Mass Movements
& Genocide
All that we can do is just survive
All that we can do to help ourselves is stay alive
Ragged lines of ragged grey
Skeletons, they shuffle away
Shouting guards and smoking guns
Will cut down the unlucky ones
I clutch the wire fence until my fingers bleed
A wound that will not heal
A heart that cannot feel
Hoping that the horror will recede
Hoping that tomorrow we'll all be freed
Sickness to insanity
Prayer to profanity
Days and weeks and months go by
Don't feel the hunger
Too weak to cry
I hear the sound of gunfire at the prison gate
Are the liberators here?
Do I hope or do I fear?
For my father and my brother, it's too late
But I must help my mother stand up straight

Are we the last ones left alive?
Are we the only human beings to survive?

STRUCTURALISM /
SOCIAL-CONFLICT
Democracy,
Mass Society,
and
Alienation
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In the 16th century a new economic influence,
capitalism, began to affect the world order.
1) Led to the history of “colonialism”
2) Led to the creation of an interstate-system of trade (1648)
3) Led to private entrepreneurs ability to leverage public

wealth and power (created a capitalist social class).
The capitalists in America decided that their “social contract” was not
being fulfilled by the King (see the Declaration of Independence) and
that they should break out of their colonial relationship.

REPUBLIC: (from Latin res publica, 'public affair') is a form of
government in which "supreme power is held by the people
and their elected representatives".
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Mass Society Theory (social conflict)
William Kornhauser, “Politics of
Mass Society”, 1959 (p15, Edwards)
i. Developed by members of the “Frankfurt School” of
Sociology (Germany) to explain the turn to

totalitarianism in early 20 th c. Europe. See Hannah Arendt

ii. “Massification” requires social marginalization

(alienation from social norms of work, family, politics, etc.).

iii. Leads to populism and identity politics
rather than democratic politics.

iv. Related to Durkheim’s anomic disruption theory;

also promoted by Hannah Arendt, Theodor Adorno,
Max Horkheimer, others (known as Critical
Theorists in sociology, all part of the Frankfurt School).
v. Critiques suggest that marginalized people are NOT more
likely to join social movements

i.

According to William Kornhauser’s Mass Society Theory,
the antecedent to all social movements

widespread social isolation
and disconnection: excessive (egoistic) individualism.
in mass society is

“mass society” – a
state or condition that produces disengagement and
isolation among individuals in late-modernity.

ii.

The starting point for this theory is the concept of

iii.

These individuals then use

social movements as a proxy for their
“need” for social connection or integration.
Longing for a deeper sense of connection to abate the
increasing alienation of late-modernity and modern cities,

isolated people are drawn to social movements
where they find a sense of belonging and an

alternative community to their disconnected ones.

“Mass

society is a situation in which an
individuals are related to one
another only by way of their relation to
a common authority, especially the state…
aggregate of

A population in this condition is not insulated in
any way from the ruling group, nor yet from
elements within itself…

Social atomization engenders strong feelings of alienation and anxiety,
and therefore the disposition to engage in extreme behavior to escape from these
tensions. In mass society there is a heightened readiness to form hyper-

attachments to symbols and leaders…

People become available for mobilization by elites when they lack or lose an independent
group life…The lack of autonomous relations generates widespread

social alienation. Alienation heightens responsiveness to the appeal of mass
movements because they provide occasions for expressing resentment against what
is, as well as promises of a totally different world. In short,

atomized readily become mobilized.

people who are

Since totalitarianism is a state of total mobilization, mass society is highly
vulnerable to totalitarian movements and regimes.”

–William Kornhauser. (1959. The Politics of Mass Society. The Free Press)
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“Elites” refer to the “ruling class” – those with political power,
economic wealth, and cultural respect.
“Availability” (of non-elites) refers to the degree to which people
are connected (through, say, social media) and can organize.

Availability of Non-Elites
Low

Accessibility

Low

Communal Totalitarian
Society
Society

of Elites
High


High

Pluralist
Society

Mass
Society

Available Non-elites: Lack of secondary, voluntary associations: mal-integration. Accessible Elites: Vulnerability to non-elite influence, direct or mediated

“Totalitarian politics — far from being
simply antisemitic or racist or
imperialist or communist — use and
abuse their own ideological and political
elements until the basis of factual
reality, from which the ideologies
originally derived their strength and
their propaganda value — the reality of
class struggle, for instance, or the
interest conflict between Jews and their
neighbors — has all but disappeared.”
- Hannah Arendt (Frankfurt School of
Sociology), The Origins of Totalitarianism
(1951)
–

Division of Government - Factions:
Legislative
Judicial
Government branches at federal, state, and local level
Executive
Separation of Powers: The reason for our divided government is that the
architects did not want any power to go unchecked; the tripartite
interests of making law, interpreting law, and enforcing law each balance
the others, giving no one branch a majority in government affairs.

Division of Civil Society:
“Civil Society”, meaning the cultural (not political or

economic) institutions of social life (religion, family, education)
was divided into a minority of “men of property” (capitalists)
becoming Citizens, others becoming Denizens (women, children,
some immigrants), and a large majority remaining Subjects
(slaves, servants, illegal immigrants).
The architects did not trust the “vicious
multitude” not to take over the government
and install a dictatorship.
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Characteristics of “Eternal Fascism”:
1. “The first feature of Ur-Fascism is the cult of tradition.”
2. “Traditionalism implies the rejection of modernism” (or rejection of science).
3. “Irrationalism also depends on the cult of action for action’s sake” – don’t think; act!
4. “For Ur-Fascism, disagreement is treason.”
5. “Appeal against the intruders.”
6. “Appeal to a frustrated middle class.”
7. “At the root of Ur-Fascist psychology there is the obsession with a plot.”
8. “A sense of humiliation by the 'ostentatious wealth and force of their enemies.'
9. Eternal struggle – “life is permanent warfare.”
10. “Belief in the superiority of one people over another.”
11. “Everybody is educated to become a hero.”
12. “Both disdain for women and intolerance of homosexuality.”
13. “The harnessing of ‘selective populism’ ” and disdain for “rotten parliamentary
governments.”
14. An “impoverished vocabulary, and an elementary syntax, in order to limit the
instruments for complex and critical reasoning.”

How does Trumpism synchronize with Eco’s description of fascism?
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